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Discovery Airpass
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North America & The Caribbean
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NEW ZEALAND

CINZ Aims to Double Dollars
Doubling the international business tourism
contribution to the New Zealand economy is
one of the main focuses of a new industry
strategy.
Conventions and Incentives New Zealand
(CINZ) announced at MEETINGS 2008 in
Christchurch, that as part of its new strategy, it
is aiming to increase the annual international
business tourism spend to $500 million by
2015.
“Conventions and incentives currently
contribute $1 billion a year to the New Zealand
economy. The international market accounts
for about a quarter of that and we want to
double that figure to $500 million,” says Alan
Trotter, CINZ CEO.
“One of the key target markets is Australia,
both association and corporate conferences and
incentive business. Australia is a viable market
that is sitting right on our doorstep and with
the current backdrop of global economic
turmoil and the cost pressures on corporates,
conferencing in New Zealand is a viable choice
for Australians.
“The exchange rate is favourable, duty free
prices are some of the cheapest in the world

and they still get an international trip for
basically the same as a domestic Australian
one.”
With this in mind CINZ will be increasing its
marketing activity in Australia and doubling
its staff, with a new business development
manager starting in six weeks.
CINZ will also target the North American and
Asian incentive market and is looking into
establishing two marketing roles in these
countries to achieve it. An exploratory trip to
India is planned for next year.
Other key parts of the strategy include:
• Doing more market research and the results
conveyed to stakeholders.
• Establishing a sustainability action group to
ensure all CINZ members sign up to global best
practices in C&I operations.
• Strengthening the strategic working
relationship with Air New Zealand Tourism
New Zealand.
• Continuing to lobby for improved
infrastructure in New Zealand to cater for
growing C&I activity. This includes continuing
to push for a new national convention centre
in Auckland.

$½m Film Latest Antarctic Centre Drawcard
Visitors to the International Antarctic Centre attraction in Christchurch will be
mesmerised by “Fly over Antarctica”, a new film about the southern continent, to
be screened continuously in the Centre’s theatre from September. It will play on the
largest High Definition screen in the South Island. www.iceberg.co.nz www.travelodge.co.nz

room   
only$99 

bed and 
breakfast$129 

and

Big Bungy Shelved
The AJ Hackett Bungy ownership
deal between the Davies family’s
Trojan Holdings and the Brinsden
family’s Gully Holdings
(TravelMemo 01AUG) means that
the approved plans for HAT Ltd’s
185m bungy cableway in a valley
behind Queenstown Hill will now
be shelved for the time being.  HAT
had recently been able to effectively
circumvent the resource process to
get its planned big bungy jump in
operation by summer.
AJ Hackett Bungy’s Henry van
Asch told Mountain Scene that the
HAT plan is now on hold because
they already have a supply of top
bungy sites available to launch over
the next 10 to 20 years.
He is quoted as saying they have
consent at the Nevis for a site
considerably higher than HAT’s,
and also have Pipeline and
Skippers, which they’d like to get
going again.
The new shareholder in AJ Hackett
Bungy have strong existing
customer bases – among them the
NZSki ski areas and Kawarau Jet –
and van Asch believes there’s
potential for customer crossover,
particularly in the winter, on down
days. He told Mountain Scene he
agreed that Coronet Peak and The
Remarkables ski area clients might
get good bungy jumping deals.

http://www.mediahub.co.nz/showcase.asp?x=imc98puz38ocfauntw8a4t18963h819wwjax0a
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Queenstown Night Flights Closer
Flights operating as early as 6am and as late as
10pm in and out of Queenstown could happen
from next winter.
The move by Air New Zealand and Qantas to
fit GPS-based Required Navigation Per-
formance (RNP) systems across their domestic
and transtasman fleets means there is now a
point to the installation of runway lighting,
planning for which is underway. RNP allows
suitably equipped aircraft to automatically
navigate through the alpine terrain to a final
runway line-up.
The lighting job is already half done.
Queenstown Airport Corporation boss Steve
Sanderson is quoted by Queenstown’s
Mountain Scene as saying the wiring was done
during last year’s runway and apron upgrade.
Any push to extend the operating hours to
midnight would only happen after “quite a
robust consultation process,” and the alpine
resort would then be one of the few in the world
capable of handling night flights.

Skyline Gondola Closing Next Winter
The Skyline Gondola complex in Queenstown
will be closed 11MAY-07JUN09 for a
scheduled upgrade to the gondola. The work
will increase the gondola capacity by 50% to
approximately 1,100 people per hour. The
gondola’s maximum speed will be increased
and the bottom terminal reconfigured, and the
result will minimise future waiting times.
Skyline also aims to improve customer service
standards with more points of sale (ticketing).
Some work will commence on the terminals
prior to the closure and should have little
impact on day-to-day business.

Manawatu Voted Best Region
Manawatu was voted the best region in the
country at the wrap-up of the MEETINGS
2008 expo held at Westpac Centre in
Christchurch.
Every region in New Zealand was present
at the event, competing side by side and
vying for valuable events business.
Katherine Huynh of Destination Manawatu
said, “Our team worked incredibly hard to
come up with an innovative and inviting
experience. Quite simply, we ‘wowed’ them.”
The Manawatu team comprised
Destination Manawatu, Venues Palmerston
North and Travelodge Palmerston North.

C&CT Website Compares
Hotel Rates

Christchurch & Canterbury Tourism has
revamped its website in a move aimed
at catering to the growing number of
people who book their holidays online.
The new look website, which went live
last Monday, has been redesigned to
make it easier for people to find special
deals and packages and to plan and book
their entire holiday online. For the first
time the website allows users to search
numerous reservation systems at the
same time so they can find the most
suitable accommodation from the
broadest possible selection.
The system delivers availability and
pricing information from Vianet,
BookIt, Seekom and Global Availability,
with AA coming online in the next few
weeks.

Culinary Blast from the Past
A Queenstown restaurant is bringing back a 1970s
culinary fad – fondues - in the hope it will prove a winner
for skiers and snowboarders this winter.
Novotel Queenstown Lakeside’s ‘Elements’ restaurant
is offering a choice of the classic cheese fondue served
with a selection of breads ($48 for two) or a meat lovers’
treat ($64 for two).
Couples looking for a romantic fondue ‘à deux’ could
choose to go with a decadent chocolate dessert fondue
with fresh cut fruit and marshmallows ($25 for two).
As an added bonus, NZSki.com season pass holders will
only have to flash their ski pass to receive a
complimentary glass of mulled wine to go with their
cheesy treat.

Lynette Warn (in red), a tandem master
with award-winning operator Nzone
‘The Ultimate Jump’ in Rotorua, has
reached the 10,000 skydive mark.
The 44-year-old did her first jump 25
years ago in Australia with an old-style
round parachute.

More Commonage Villas
Commonage Villas on Queenstown
Hill has added a further three villas
giving them a total of 12 three-
bedroom villas available for rental.
They are promoting a special offer,
subject to availability, on the new
villas for stays to 30SEP08:

1-bedroom –$600 per night
2-bedroom –$700 per night
3-bedroom –$800 per night

The offer includes a complimentary
bottle of Central Otago wine; villa
servicing every third day; fresh
flowers on arrival; wireless internet;
five star concierge service.
jessica@commonagevillas.com

http://www.mediahub.co.nz/showcase.asp?x=imc98puz38ocfauntw8a4t18963h819wwjax0a
http://www.mediahub.co.nz/showcase.asp?x=imc98puz38ocfauntw8a4t18963h819wwjax0a
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AUSTRALIA

Dart River Winter Special
Dart River Jet Safaris is giving
visitors a very good reason to ‘Do the
Dart’ this winter. From now until the
end of SEP08 they are offering a $30
saving off any of Dart River Safari’s
three safari adventures, departing
8am daily, with coaches returning to
Queenstown by 2pm.

• The Wilderness Safari (1-hour jet boat -
bushwalk – back road scenic tour): $169
adult / $69 child

• Jet Boat Safari (2½ hour jet boat
excursion):$199 adult / $99 child

• Funyak Safari (1-hour jet boat - Funyak -
wilderness buffet lunch – back road scenic
tour): $249 adult / $149 child

www.dartriverjetsafaris.com

A$1m Rescue Package for
Gold Coast

The Gold Coast Bulletin reports that the
Queensland Government has launched an
emergency A$1 million rescue package to
target domestic travellers who have given away
the Gold Coast in favour of overseas holidays.
Acting Tourism Minister Margaret Keech said
the trade campaign would target travel agents
and re-establish the city as their number one
choice.
Ms Keech said bad weather, a strong Australian
dollar and airline cuts had taken potential
tourists away from the Gold Coast.
Tourism Queensland will work with Gold
Coast Tourism and local stakeholders to re-
market the city and launch a campaign for
Queenslanders to holiday within the state.

Pensione Melbourne Launches
The former Explorers Inn in
Melbourne’s Spencer St has
undergone a multi-million dollar
refurbishment to become the
Pensione Melbourne.
The 114-room hotel, which fuses
heritage building features with
contemporary design, is specifically
designed for a new class of budget-
conscious leisure and corporate
traveller demanding style, comfort,
hospitality, technology and value for
money. In keeping with the Eight

Other hotel features include wireless high
speed internet access, 24 hour reception,
security, roof sun deck and guest rooms for
disabled travellers.
The hotel is within walking distance of key
cultural, entertainment and leisure attractions
and perfectly positioned adjacent to the
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre
and the Spencer St transport hub.
www.pensione.com.au

Hotels vision of ‘quality and value’ the
Pensione claims to be the most affordable
boutique hotel in Melbourne with prices
starting at A$95 per room per night inclusive
of rates and taxes.
Room types cater for single, double, twin, triple
and family needs, with all rooms incorporating
work space, mini-bar fridge, air conditioning
and heating, 32in LCD TV with cable channels
and IDD telephones.

Big Brother House Venue
The Big Brother House at Dreamworld on the
Gold Coast has opened as a venue for event
organizers looking to put “wow” into their
corporate events and end of year parties.
The refurbished one-bedroom property -
sleeping 15 people - featuring open-plan living,
sound-proof confession room, extensive
surveillance system and outdoor gym is now
available for short-term corporate rentals.

Canberra Operators Seek A$7m
Tourism operators are calling for an A$7
million promotion boost for Canberra to
counter the effects of rising fuel prices and
interest rates.
The ACT accommodation sector says the
National Gallery of Australia’s recent Monet
to Turner exhibition shielded Canberra from
an impending downturn in visitor numbers.
The ACT Government’s Ministerial Advisory
Council has applied for an A$3m injection of
funding for strategic marketing and research.
The head of the council, David Marshall, said
Canberra had to compete with the likes of
Queensland, which had received an extra A$4
million to help the industry respond to airlines’
reduction of services to the Sunshine State.

Guest Workers from Timor
The Kimberley’s labour shortage in the tourism
sector and elsewhere is so drastic that the WA
government is lobbying Canberra to have East
Timor included in its pilot Guest Worker
program. The Rudd government had only been
planning to use workers from five Pacific
Island countries but is reportedly considering
an extension to include Timorese workers.

Gold Coast Indy Ructions
Australia’s biggest motorsports figure has
called on the Queensland State
Government to dump the Gold Coast Indy
race if US officials hold the event to
ransom.
The US-based Indy Racing League, in
which Scott Dixon races, is pressuring to
shift the race from its traditional October
timeslot next year but the Government is
resisting and is yet to sign a new contract
with the IRL extending the race beyond
this year.
Cochrane has reportedly urged the
Government not to cave in to pressure and
believes there would be no difficulties
attracting another international race, such
as the European-based Formula 2 series.

http://www.mediahub.co.nz/showcase.asp?x=imc98puz38ocfauntw8a4t18963h819wwjax0a
http://www.mediahub.co.nz/showcase.asp?x=imc98puz38ocfauntw8a4t18963h819wwjax0a
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SOUTH PACIFIC

Third Pac Blue Flight to RAR?
According to an online report, Cook Islands
Tourism chief executive John Dean says
Pacific Blue has asked for approval to operate
a third flight to Rarotonga, starting in
Melbourne and flying through Auckland.
Mr Dean says the flight could start as early as
mid-SEP but no dates have been set yet.
Pacific Blue currently offers a B737-800 BNE-
AKL-RAR service twice a week.
He says the weekly addition of 180 seats over
the AKL-RAR-AKL sectors will significantly
increase seat availability, particularly over the
busy peak and special event periods and so it
will be welcome news to the Cook Islands
tourism industry.
He told CINews Online: “The addition of
Melbourne, as a new Pacific Blue gateway
from Australia to Auckland and the Cook
Islands creates an exciting opportunity for us
to develop additional business and increase
visitor numbers from the southern states of
Australia.”
Mr Dean has reportedly also been talking to
Air New Zealand about a possible SYD/RAR/
LAX weekly flight.

The Cook Islands Games, originally

scheduled for the first week of next

month, have now been moved to APR09.

It is hoped that the change in dates for

the zone games will allow for greater

participation by more sporting codes.

Norfolk Island Cancellations
Air New Zealand has cancelled round trip
services from Auckland to Norfolk Island on
11DEC08, 18DEC08, 01JAN09, 11JAN09,
18JAN09, 22JAN09 and 05FEB09. Customers
affected by the flight cancellations will be re-
accommodated onto other Air New Zealand
services. See Wingtips for details on rebooking.

Wet n Wild for Port Vila
Vanuatu Tourism reports that Port Vila now
offers a new attraction, a Wet n Wild water
park, run by former Australians Tom and
Christina Robb.
Located on the seafront, just behind the stage,
it is an ideal as a way of keeping kids occupied
while on holiday. The park has boats, floating
mountain climbing, trampoline, walk ways and
pyramid. Basically the kids just amuse
themselves while running, skiing, splashing,
and swimming and just have fun.
Open 0930-1630 daily, admission is Vt2,500.

New Ownership for
Aquarius Rarotonga

Cook Islands residents Cameron and Dorothy
Robertson, who sold Castaway Beach Villas
last May to developer Tepaki Group for a
reported $2 million, have entered into a
partnership with Aquarius Pacific Hotels
Rarotonga Ltd, which had originally also been
lined up for sale to the developer before the
deal fell through.
CINews Online says they intend to work with
co-owners Terry and Louise Buckley on giving
the Aquarius a makeover. The Buckleys are
keen to see the Rarotonga property taken
forward to the standard of their award winning
Aquarius Fiji, and the two properties will now
be closely linked in marketing.
The Robertsons have taken charge of the
property and are quoted as saying they will
make significant changes immediately but will
focus on rebuilding occupancy and upgrading
the Coral Club Bar & Restaurant food and
beverage operation.

The Cabinet Review Task Force, set

up last month to review Fiji’s position

as a shareholder in Air Pacific and to

assess the many concerns raised by

the people of Fiji and the travelling

public about the carrier, has received

more than 30 submissions.

The Interim Attorney General has

told Radio Fiji there is a need for a

specialised person to carry out the

inquiry once all the submissions are

collated and assessed.

ASIA

Air New Zealand has extended its P

class Shortlife Wholesale fare to Fiji

from AKL, WLG and CHC for sales until

09AUG08.  Travel commenced and

completed between 25Aug-14Dec08,

except blackout 26SEP-12OCT08.

Delhi’s Ginger Hotel for $39
Ginger Hotels, part of the vast Tata empire, has
opened New Delhi’s newly renovated Ginger Rail
Yatri Niwas (guest house), a modern budget hotel
for railway passengers.
Originally built in 1988 as part of Indian Railways’
efforts to offer hotel rooms to railway passengers
at reasonable prices, the property is located at the
Ajmeri Gate side of the New Delhi Railway Station.
In addition to being in the heart of the CBD, it is
well connected with other parts of the capital,
located as it is virtually above the Delhi metro
station.
It now features 109 smart rooms with LCD TV,
posturepedic mattresses, anti allergy pillows,
tropical duvet, tea / coffee maker and free bottles
of water. The hotel also offers a gymnasium, a
meeting room, a 24/7 restaurant.
Room rates are an amazing Rs1199 (approx
NZ$39), inclusive of taxes.
www.gingerhotels.com

The Singapore Fireworks Celebrations

2008 will return as a major highlight of

the National Day Celebrations 22-

23AUG08. The French and Korean

pyrotechnics display will be staged at

the Floating Gallery at the Marina

Waterfront, sharing the same site as

the National Day Parade.

http://www.mediahub.co.nz/showcase.asp?x=imc98puz38ocfauntw8a4t18963h819wwjax0a
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THE AMERICASTourism Zone for
Korean Border Area

The South Korean province of Gangwon has
plans to turn a border area into a free tourism
zone despite continuing tension over North
Korea’s recent fatal shooting of a Seoul
tourist who strayed into a restricted military
zone. Seoul subsequently suspended tours
of its citizens to the North’s Mount
Kumgang resort.
Officials aim to build a tourism site
stretching 220km from South Korea’s
northeastern port of Gangneung to North
Korea’s eastern port of Wonsan.
Both cities have been split by the 4km-wide
demilitarised zone since the 1950-53 Korean
War.
The DMZ, which has been off-limits to
civilians for decades and guarded by
minefields and barbed wire, is seen by
environmentalists as a haven for wildlife. It
has a unique eco system with well-preserved
wetlands and wildlife, along with many
historic ruins.
The two Koreas operate a special industrial
estate in Kaesong just north of the border
and the provincial governor has called for a
second inter-Korean industrial complex in
the border city of Chulwon in his province.
As part of its project to develop the free
tourism zone, the province is already
building a museum, a peace-themed town
and a park.
It will sell souvenirs such as rusty barbed
wire, a wild flower from the DMZ,
commemorative coins, medals and postage
stamps.

Hawaii JUN08 Numbers ‘Scary’
Nearly 100 Hawai’i tourism leaders met
last week in an urgent search for a strategy
to reverse the decline in visitor arrivals,
which has reached levels not seen since
the months after the 9/11 attacks.
Visitor arrivals fell 14% in JUN08,
according to state data and the decline in
arrivals by air was the largest since
JAN02, when air arrivals fell 16%.
One accommodation operator reportedly
told the Hawai’i Tourism Authority that
hotel bookings for the fall are coming in
at 10 to 30% less than last fall. Spending
by visitors arriving by air fell 13.5%.
“This is as scary as it’s ever been, and it’s
going to get scarier,” said Hotel Lanai
owner Mary Charles.

The Honolulu Advertiser quotes the
state’s tourism liaison person as saying
June’s visitor statistics reflect the loss of
two Norwegian Cruise Line ships,
increased fuel costs and a continued soft
travel market, especially from the US
Mainland.
Among the top three visitor markets,
visitors from the US West dropped 16.5%,
US East went down 17% and Japan was
down 10% from the same month last year.
Air arrivals from Canada — a much
smaller but rapidly growing market for
Hawai’i — remained the only bright spot.
The number of Canadian visitors rose
19% compared with JUN07.

This Week’s Featured Hyatt
The Grand Hyatt New York

The Grand Hyatt New York is on East 42nd Street, in the

heart of midtown Manhattan and right next to Grand

Central Terminal. Its 1,311 spacious guestrooms all

feature a generous workdesk and high-speed internet

access.

“There’s a 24-hour gym, full service round-the-clock

Business Centre and outstanding dining options,” says

local representative Chris Jones. “Its great location near

Times Square and the 5th Ave shopping make it a

winner with the corporate market.”

Your clients can earn Hyatt Gold Passport points for

every eligible dollar spent at the Grand Hyatt New York.

www.hyatt.com

Tango on Board
Buenos Aires is about to offer a new tourist attraction -
Tango On Board. It combines a cruise on  the catamaran
Galileo with a welcome cocktail, a “cena porteña”, or
typical regional dinner featuring Argentina’s traditionally
renowned meats, and entertainment from a six-piece
orchestra and singer, with four couples dancing the tango.
The cruise along the Rio de la Plata takes in the lights of
the impressive and modern buildings of Puerto Madero,
Catalinas and Recoleta, followed by a panoramic view
of the metropolitan airport.  www.tangoonboard.com

Reinvigorating The Big Easy
A native New Orleans businessman aims to transform the underdeveloped New
Orleans riverfront into a cultural and economic hub. Real estate developer and
CEO of the New Orleans Building Corp. Sean Cummings, has a plan that is
already receiving critical acclaim.
Phase 1 of Reinventing the Crescent, as it is called, involves nine teams of
architects and planners from New Orleans and cities around the world competing
to produce a winning plan for the redevelopment of a four-mile stretch of publicly
owned land along the east bank riverfront.
The brief envisions an uninterrupted and continuous linear green space or
riverfront park along the entire stretch between Jackson and Poland avenues, a
world-class performance venue at the Louisa Street Wharf or another site, and
a hotel and expanded cruise ship terminal at the Julia Street Wharf.
The aim is to reclaim the riverfront, previously devoted entirely to maritime
uses, for the people.

http://www.mediahub.co.nz/showcase.asp?x=imc98puz38ocfauntw8a4t18963h819wwjax0a
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AFRICA / MID EAST

The 7 million sq ft Universal Studios

Dubailand theme park has broken

ground in Dubai’s massive

entertainment destination.  The park,

which is being developed around the

theme ‘Ride the Movies’ will feature five

different lands: Surf City Boardwalk;

Epic Adventures; Land of Legendary

Heroes; Hollywood, and New York.

Dubailand’s leading attraction expects

to open in DEC 2010.

Dubai Mall to Open
One of the world’s largest shopping malls, The
Dubai Mall, is set to open its doors on 30OCT,
two months later than originally planned, to
allow a 14,000 car parking facility and other
infrastructure to be completed.
The mall will house 1,200 retail outlets, two
anchor department stores and over 120 food
and beverage outlets. Other drawcards include
the Dubai Aquarium and Discovery Centre, an
Olympic-sized Dubai Ice Rink, the world’s
largest indoor gold souk and a 22-screen
multiplex.
The new opening date coincides with an
extended retail season in the region marked by
the UAE National Day, the holy festival of Eid
Al Adha, New Year and the Dubai Shopping
Festival.
The mall will be connected by a dedicated
bridge from Sheikh Zayed Road.

EUROPE

Discover Libya
World Journeys offer an 8-day itinerary in Libya which they sell as a
great introduction to this little-travelled country.  Highlights include
the authentic old Medina of Tripoli, the oasis town of Ghadames, and
the sheer scale and impressive architecture of the Phoenician port of
Leptis Magna, the finest Roman site in the Mediterranean.  This
independent tour with English speaking guides is priced from
NZ$3035pp share twin including transfers, 7 nights’ accommodation,
sightseeing and entrance fees, 7 breakfasts and 1 lunch.    World
Journeys can arrange Arabic translations of passports, required in order
for a Libyan visa to be issued.

More Downsizing at VisitBritain
VisitBritain is culling 136 jobs, 40% of them
at its head office and 25% at overseas locations.
At this stage it appears the Australasian office
in Sydney has escaped the knife.
On hearing of VisitBritain’s fourth
restructuring in five years, the Liberal
Democrats Shadow Secretary, Don Fosters,
said “It beggars belief that ministers actually
think it makes sense to cut huge numbers of
jobs and funding from the body tasked with
ensuring we make some money back from the
2012 Olympics.”
The loss of jobs follow the increased
devolution of public sector responsibility for
tourism to Scotland, Wales, London and the
English regions over recent years, as well as
the recent cut in government funding for NTO.

Turkey’s Goreme Balloons reports that

around 50,000 tourists viewed the

Cappadocia region’s fairy chimney rock

formations from its hot-air balloons in

the past 12 months.

Brussels gets 11th Eurostar
Eurostar, faced with a 30% lift in passenger
numbers since it introduced its high speed
service at London’s St Pancras International
station last November, has announced it will
add an 11th frequency Mon-Fri to Brussels,
starting 14DEC.

New Look for ScotRail
Scotland’s trains are to be rebranded with a
permanent Saltire (blue-and-white St Andrew’s
Cross) livery.
The Scotsman newspaper says the “ScotRail –
Scotland’s Railway” branding will give the
network its first-ever uniform look. Stations
will also be overhauled, using a dark blue
colour scheme and blue signs.

Europe’s Best Beaches
Independent beach review site Onbeach.com
has announced the top five beaches in Europe.
Having compared over 3,000 beaches in
Western Europe, it concluded that Platja
s’Amarador on the island of Mallorca is “The
Best Beach of Europe.”
Beaches were independently surveyed, using
over 100 criteria such as cleanliness, facilities
and suitability for swimming.
The other top beaches, in order, are Cala
Salada, Ibiza; Baie de Rondinara, Corsica;
Praia de Sao Rafael, Algrave; and Porto Nuova,
Puglia.
www.Onbeach.com

Danube Cruises with River Cloud II
Cruise World is offering a new standard in
European river cruising on the 5-star River
Cloud II, and a brochure is due out this week.
There are two itineraries - “Budapest to the
Danube Delta” - Budapest to Bucharest, 14
days, MAY09, and “Danube Cities,
Countryside and Delta” - Regensburg to
Bucharest, 22 days, JUN09. Both are operated
by River Cloud II.
These two itineraries include a special itinerary
highlight not usually included with other cruise
operators. Both visit the Danube Delta in
Romania, where the Danube River reaches the
Black Sea. A UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, the
Danube Delta is one of the most remote regions
in Europe and provides a safe refuge for many
rare and endangered species of birds, fish and
animals. The cruises also visit Tulcea, founded
in the 7th Century B.C. and Sulina at the mouth
of Danube to the Black Sea – kilometre zero
of the Danube.
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New Shortlife Fare to London
Sales of Air New Zealand’s new shortlife
Pacific Economy fare to London end on
08AUG08.
The SLON8 fare ex AKL/WLG/CHC is $2500
return plus airport & govt costs of $250. Travel
is to be commenced between 01OCT-
20NOV08.
The LLON8 fare, priced at $2,600 return plus
airport & govt costs of $250 is for travel
commenced between 07SEP-20NOV08.

TOURS

New Booking System for
Adventure World

Adventure World has just announced its new
web-based booking system through
CalyposNet, called ‘MyWay’.
This new system gives agents complete control
over their own bookings. It can be used to book
Adventure World product at any time over the
internet, saving both the agent and the
consumer valuable time and effort.
It allows agents to create quotes and bookings
for land based products, check product
information and availability, check booking
status, print brief itineraries and many other
features including the ability to check the
commission on a booking.
For more details or to obtain your agency code
and password contact Adventure World on 09-
524 5118 or tollfree on 0508 496 753 or email
myway@adventureworld.co.nz
Click Here for more information.

AVIATION

Save 20% on Africa & India
Dragoman Overland has released an August-
only Promotion where clients can save 20%
on scheduled Africa and India trips only,
departing in 2008.
The deal applies to new bookings only for sale
01-31AUG08 and the saving applies to all trip
styles: Dragoman, Encounter, Combos and
Family.  The discount does not apply to Gorilla
permits or balloon safaris; and excludes kitty.
Conditions apply.
Adventure World is the sole NZ GSA for
Dragoman Overland, call 09-524 5118.

Emirates Airline made history when its Airbus A380 landed at New York’s JFK at the
weekend, becoming the first commercial A380 ‘superjumbo’ jet to touch down on
American soil. The 13.5-hour flight took off from Dubai with 489 passengers and 24 cabin
crew on board.
Starting 08AUG, Emirates’ will operate the world’s largest passenger aircraft three times
a week on its Dubai-New York route.

DRW: Tiger Out, Jetstar In
Tiger Airways is suspending services
between Darwin and Melbourne and
Darwin and Singapore from 26OCT08,
and says that the combined airport and fuel
costs in Darwin are the highest of any of
the 27 airports on the Tiger network.
Meanwhile rival low cost carrier Jetstar
intends using Darwin as its hub for South
East Asia services and will develop an
A320 base in DRW for up to seven aircraft
over the next five years, with financial
backing from the Northern Territory
Government. Jetstar’s new strategic plan
will initially see three aircraft based in
Darwin by mid 2009.
Jetstar already flies into and out of Darwin
46 times a week, including a double-daily
to Singapore. It also starts a 5pw service
to Ho Chi Minh City next month.

Delta Cuts Base Commission
Delta Air Lines advises that the Agency IATA
Base Commission paid will decrease from 9%
to 5% effective for tickets issued in New
Zealand on/after the 01OCT08.
The commission change applies to all fares for
journeys that originate outside of North
America, ticketed on Delta ticket stock.
This change also affects Delta Discover
America Airpasses and SkyTeam America
Airpasses, ticketed on Delta Ticket Stock,
where 9% base commission is currently paid.
This will now reduce to 5% for tickets issued
on/after 01OCT.
Base commission on all airfares for journeys
originating within North America will remain
at zero.

Hawaiian Bag, Booking Charges
Hawaiian Airlines will charge a US$15 fee for
the first checked bag on flights between Hawaii
and the mainland from 01OCT, joining a
growing number of carriers with the first-bag
fee.
On flights between the Hawaiian islands,
though, HA will not be charging the first-bag
fee. Its second bag fee is US$17 inter-island,
and US$25 on flights to the mainland.
For bookings made over the phone from 01SEP,
Hawaiian Air will charge US$10 for inter-
island travel and US$20 for other trips booked
over the phone.

Air China is looking at presenting a bid for

Star Alliance partner Austrian Airlines in

order to establish a foothold in the West.
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BA : £8m a day on Fuel
British Airways has reported a pre-tax profit
of £37m for the three months ended JUN08,
compared with £298m during the same quarter
last year.
BA blames the ‘worst trading environment
ever’ for the 88% drop. CEO Willie Walsh says
fuel costs had gone up 49% and BA is now
spending the equivalent of £8 million per day
on fuel.

AKL Airport Awards Taxi,
Shuttle Licences

Auckland Airport has announced that,
following a competitive tender process, it has
awarded new licences for a total of eight taxi
and shuttle operators.
The licences have been granted to Auckland
Co-operative Taxis, Quality Cabs, Citi Cabs,
North Shore Taxis, Corporate Cabs, Alert
Taxis, Maxi Taxis and Supershuttle. The
licence agreements will run for two years from
17SEP08.
In 2007 over 550,000 taxis or shuttles left
Auckland Airport and the airport company
believes that its new international terminal
forecourt environment, due for completion next
month, will also help ensure that there is a
smoother, more convenient experience for
arriving travellers.

Singapore Airlines will increase its

A380 services on the Singapore-London

route to double-daily from 20SEP08.

The Singapore - London route becomes

the first in the world to be operated

double-daily by the new superjumbo.

US Airways ‘Nickel & Diming’
US Airways has begun charging passengers
US$2 for soft drinks and US$1 for coffee and
hot tea, a move that is adamantly opposed by
flight attendants on both US Airways and
America West flights.
Their union says that “rather than charge the
fare necessary to produce their product,
management has chosen to resort to the tactics
of ultra-low fare carriers….” and that it is
resorting to “a nickel and dime approach to the
airlines most valuable asset - the passengers.”
The union says flight attendants are trained and
certified safety professionals, not cashiers to
be used in “management’s futile attempt to
bolster US Airways bottom line.”

Preserving its Record
The Qantas B747-400 damaged last week
when an oxygen cylinder ruptured is
believed to be fully repairable and will
eventually return to service.
Qantas reportedly works hard and spends
big to preserve its track record of never
having lost a jet in an accident.
An AP story reports that the airline has
never had to write off a jet. A Boeing 717
that ended up with a visibly wrinkled
fuselage after a very heavy landing at
Darwin earlier this year was found to
have an undamaged airframe and was
fully repaired. Likewise, a B747-400 that
skidded off the runway in Bangkok in
heavy rain back in 1999 was rehabilitated
at a reported cost of nearly A$100 million
rather than be written off, which would
have spoiled the Qantas record.

Emirates’ Celebrates Five Exceptional Years

Air Mauritius is dropping Sydney from its destination network from 01SEP

and will instead begin direct non-stop services to Melbourne.

From 15DEC08 to 26JAN09 the flight will exceptionally be operated via

Sydney in order to meet peak demand.

Emirates Airline is celebrating the fifth
anniversary of its first flights to Auckland with
a week-long sale of special fares, available until
Thursday 07AUG08.
The online fares apply to flights to 49
destinations out of AKL, selected from the 101
locations that the Dubai-based international
airline flies to in 61 countries.
Among them, Economy Class return fares
range from Sydney for $512, Bangkok $1520,
Mumbai $2349, Dubai $2533, Johannesburg
$2637 and London from $2700.  Prices are
from AKL and include ticket taxes.

“Emirates’ first five years of operation in New
Zealand have been exceptional and we feel this
anniversary is worth marking with something
for the travelling public,” says Emirates’ New
Zealand manager Chris Lethbridge.
Emirates started services to AKL with double
daily flights (one via MEL, the other via
SYD), the inaugural flights departing Dubai
on August 1, 2003, and arriving here the
following day. Later the same year a third
daily AKL service, via BNE, was added. And
in 2004, daily services from Dubai to CHC
were started.

Victoria Principal – Space Cadet
Former Dallas star Victoria Principal is aiming
to be the first woman commercial pilot in space.
Britain’s Daily Mail reports that the 58-year-
old Victoria – who played long-suffering
Pamela Ewing in the classic TV series – is
among the 120 people who have already paid
£100,000 to be among the first passengers on
Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic spacecraft
when it blasts off in 2010.
And at a meeting with the tycoon in
California’s Mojave Desert last week, the star,
who has built up a £20 million cosmetics
empire since leaving Dallas and is also a
qualified pilot, revealed she also wanted to pilot
the company’s SpaceShipTwo.
Branson, always one to see the value of a good
story, must be very tempted.

OpenSkies Adding PREM+ Seats
OpenSkies, BA’s premium transatlantic airline,
is doing away with its 30 economy class seats
and adding more premium seats.
The PREM+ cabin will launch from Paris on
01OCT and from Amsterdam on 15OCT. It will
have 40 seats instead of 28 on flights from
Amsterdam-Schiphol and Paris-Orly to New
York-JFK.
PREM+ is marketed as a cheaper alternative
to BIZ, which has fully flat beds.
Prem+ leather seats offer a 140-deg recline and
a 52-inch pitch.  Concierges will help pax with
translation, hotel bookings and sightseeing
info. Once an OpenSkies pax books a flight,
the concierge will contact them within 24 hours
to see if they can help and they are also on call
for passengers until they fly.
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CRUISINGLosing Laptops
Computer giant Dell says around 800,000 laptops are
lost or stolen each year, and half of them are never
recovered.
Dell commissioned research involving interviews with
over 5,000 business travellers and airport staff working
in security, baggage and lost and found, at 24
international airports in 15 countries and 106 commercial
airports in the US.
In Europe, 3,800 laptops go missing each week from the
continent’s 24 busiest commercial airports, and 51% are
never found.  Each week, 900 are lost at Heathrow, 750
at Amsterdam, 733 at PAris-CDG and 385 at Gatwick.
Respondents were asked how well they protect their data
while travelling.
The survey highlights a worrying statistic: 65% of
business travellers don’t know how to protect their
confidential data, which can include clients’ personal
information, and 40% have not backed up their laptop’s
data elsewhere.
Some 46% of laptops go missing at the departure gates,
passengers clubs and lounges, so the losses are a result
of passengers being careless rather than inefficient
airlines.
The Dell advice: Business travellers should put their
name and contact number on a hard-to-remove label on
the outside of their laptop. They should back up their
data and encrypt anything sensitive. And they should
invest in a tracking and recovery service so their stolen
laptop can be tracked once it is connected to the internet.
The Dell team can find out the computer’s unique IP
address and get a GPS signal, which tracks the
computer’s location.
Other services include the Remote Data Delete, which
enables travellers to delete confidential data remotely;
and, once the data is removed, it can’t be retrieved from
a third party.

Pacific Sun Pax Full of Praise
Notwithstanding a few hysterical reports
from some aboard the storm-tossed P&O
Cruises’ ship Pacific Sun, it seems that
many of the 1,732 passengers considered
it a brief, if dramatic incident, and were
generous in their praise of the way the
captain and crew handled the incident. It
seemed the more experienced cruisers
thought the incident was nothing
particularly traumatic.
The ship’s crew and medical staff
reportedly worked hard to get things
shipshape and were cheerful thoughout.
One passenger, quoted in the Waikato
Times, said “the captain and crew were
amazing and walked around every cabin
to check passengers were okay. They were
so safety conscious.”

ground to support the passengers plus their
families and friends on the ship’s arrival
and counseling was offered to passengers
and crew shaken by their experience.
Onward travel arrangements including
taxis, coaches and flights were covered and
a hotel booked to allow families and friends
to wait for passengers in maximum comfort.
The three passengers that remained under
medical supervision were medically
disembarked at Queens Wharf without
incident.
Pacific Sun sailed from Auckland on
Sunday evening at 9pm with forecasts
indicating the weather was improving.
The ship stayed in Auckland overnight
because the weather was deteriorating.
Pacific Sun will visit Noumea and Isle of
Pines as part of a revised seven-day voyage.A specialised CARE team was on the

ThemeCruiseFinder.com
Themed cruises can now be found easily
via www.themecruisefinder.com.  Some
570 themed cruises offer lectures by
experts, some offer performances, others
offer hands-on activities from crafts to
dance to seminars in photography.
The new site can help you locate a cruise
themed on whatever interests your client,
including cruises dedicated to golf, cruises
about religion, and cruises featuring
performances and concerts from rock and
the blues to country and gospel.

SeaDream Yacht Club has

introduced a Buy the Deck program

whereby all 21 staterooms on Deck

3 of its SeaDream I or II vessels can

be sold as a unit, and the purchaser

receives the Owner’s Suite free.

Honolulu Cruises
 – Limited Offer

Cherryl Browne at Cruise World is
promoting a limited offer on NCL
Pride of America, a 7-night HNL/
HNL with two sailing dates only and
really good pricing. Fares quoted are
cruise only, including port &
handling charges, govt taxes, fuel
surcharges, and gratuities. Cruise
World can quote fly/cruise and offer
pre/post land arrangements as
required.
Click Here to download the flyer.

40% off 7-Night Fiji Island Cruises
Your clients can save 40% cruising aboard the Captain Cook Cruises explorer-style
small ship MV Reef Escape to Fiji’s Yasawa Islands, where they can swim in crystal
clear lagoons and laze on long white sandy beaches.
There are a choice of two itineraries, priced from 7 nights at FJ$1875pp share twin
(normally $3125).
The 7-night Yasawa Islands Cruise – Travel to 31MAR09
Depart: Tue & Sat 2pm (boarding 1pm).  Return: Tue & Sat 9am.
Cruise the spectacular Yasawa Islands off the west coast of Viti Levu with weekly
departures from Denarau Marina, Nadi.
7-Night Northern Fiji Dateline Expedition Cruise (Set departures)
Depart: Tue 2pm 07OCT08 & 04NOV08 only (boarding 1pm).  Return: Tue 9am.
Journey to islands rarely visited. Explore Taveuni Island where you can stand on the
180th Meridian Dateline. Visit historic Levuka, Savusavu’s hot springs and the
Bouma Waterfall.  Call your wholesaler.
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JUST CRUISING ....

Alaska  Cruises   from $599*

Alaska Cruise Tours   from US$1199*

Australia & NZ Cruises   from US$1699*

Europe Cruises   from US$1149*

Hawaii Cruise   from US$1399*

THIS WEEK’S 5-DAY FLASH SPECIALS

Tel: 09-444 2298

Fax:09-442 4228

CLICK HERE

FOR WEBSITECLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR NEW-LOOK WEBSITE

* plus applicable fuel supplement
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Why Fly ?  Cruise to Sydney!

MS VOLENDAM

4-day Cruise Auckland - Sydney

From only US$345*

*Lead-in pricing per person twin share

CLICK HERE FOR DETAILS

Embark 5pm 16MAR09

Disembark 8am 19MAR09

From only US$635*

Cat K Inside Stateroom

Cat AA Verandah Suite

Silversea Launches 2009 Silver Sailings Savings
Silversea Cruises is offering limited time
savings of up to 50% on selected 2009
worldwide voyages, available from 01AUG08.
Ultra luxury Silversea Cruises has launched its
Silver Sailings Savings programme for 2009,
and is offering special savings on selected 7-
to 18-day all-inclusive voyages, including some
sailings during Prince Albert II’s inaugural
season in Polynesia.
Among the cruises is an 18-day voyage aboard
Silver Shadow, departing 11APR09 from
Sydney to Singapore via Hayman Island,
Komodo Island, Bali, Semarang and
Karimunjawa Archipelago. A 30% discount
means the all-inclusive cruise-only fares start
from US$10,496*pp, double occupancy.
Your clients can experience the best of the
Mediterranean by taking advantage of a 50%
saving on a 7-day cruise on Silver Whisper
departing Rome on 06JUN09 for Monte Carlo,

with calls in Portovenere, Barcelona and
Cannes. All-inclusive cruise-only fares start
from US$3,247*pp, double occupancy.
Alternatively combine three consecutive 7-day
voyages departing from Barcelona to Athens on
20JUN and enjoy a spectacular 21-day voyage
through the Mediterranean from
US$13,339*pp, double occupancy.
On 01MAR09, sail in a luxurious Vista Suite
aboard Silver Cloud for 15 days from Rio de
Janeiro to Barbados via Grenada and French
Guiana and enjoy a saving of 50%. All-inclusive
cruise-only fares start from US$5,497*pp,
double occupancy.
The 40% discount on a 10-day cruise between
Port Louis and Cape Town via Madagascar
departing 03JAN09 on Silver Wind brings the
all-inclusive cruise-only fare down to a lead-in
of US$4,917*pp person, double occupancy.
Your clients can be among the first to

experience a South Pacific sailing onboard
world-class expedition ship Prince Albert II.
Savings of up to 40% are available across all
accommodation categories on a series of 10-
15 day Polynesian voyages between
MAR09and SEP09. All-inclusive cruise-only
fares start from US$3537*pp, double
occupancy, for 10-day Papeete to Papeete
sailings departing 31MAR, 05MAY, 03AUG,
07SEP and 28SEP, via Raiatea, Maupihaa and
Huahine in the Society Islands and Tikihau,
Rangiroa, Apataki, Arutua and Fakarava in the
Tuamotu Archipelago.
Call 0800-701 427.
*Port charges, government fees and taxes are additional.
All costs are based on per person, double occupancy.
Subject to availability. Savings are available for a limited
time only.

ACCOMMODATION

Recognition for The Quadrant
The Quadrant hotel in Auckland has been
awarded the Emerging Business Award at the
TVNZ / NZ Marketing Magazine Annual
Marketing Awards.  The awards recognise
companies that exhibit all-round marketing
excellence and a depth of strategic and tactical
marketing thinking and practice.
The Quadrant Hotel is also a finalist in the
innovation category at the Tourism Industry
Association Awards in Christchurch this week,
and will be
represented in
Sydney later this
month at the Aust/
NZ Hotel
M a n a g e m e n t
awards for its
m a r k e t i n g
campaign.
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NRMA Acquires Value Tours
NRMA Motoring & Services, which has spent
A$290 million over the past four years
investing in the travel, accommodation and
care hire industries, has now acquired Value
Tours Australia, which is renowned for being
the national leader in international skiing and
New Zealand holidays.
NRMA already owns Adventure World, Coral
Seas Travel and Creative Cruising, and sees
the Value Tours purchase as an “ideal fit” with
its recent acquisition of a Travelodge Hotel
in Palmerston North and Thrifty New
Zealand.
The acquisition of Value Tours Australia by
NRMA Motoring & Services has built on
NRMA’s growth in the travel industry.
The 100 per cent acquisition of Value Tours
follows NRMA’s recent purchases of
Adventure World, Coral Seas Travel and
Creative Cruising.

Nigel Coventry Honoured
Veteran New Zealand travel writer Nigel
Coventry has been named this year’s ‘PATA
Travel Journalist of the Year’.
The PATA Travel Journalist of the Year Award
recognises writers who have raised the bar of
journalistic excellence, consistently providing
unique insights and engaging issues of critical
importance to the Asia Pacific region and its
travel and tourism industry.
Mr Coventry, the Publishing Editor of New
Zealand’s Inside Tourism, has reported on the
travel industry for more than three decades,
winning the respect of travel industry leaders
across Asia Pacific for the consistent quality
and accuracy of his work.
Mr Coventry, who is Taumarunui-based, said
he was delighted to receive the award. “I was
totally flabbergasted as I live in a very small
town in a very small country at the bottom of
the world - and someone noticed my work,”
he said.
He told TravelMemo “It was a shock. I had no
idea I was being considered. The Gold Awards
you have to enter.”

Appointment for Pampering
Hyatt Regency Coolum is celebrating its $4
million spa renovation with a special offer during
PAICE. Anyone who prebooks an appointment
with New Zealand sales manager Emma Zigan at
Hyatt’s booth 40 will be offered pamper
treatments - hand massages or head and neck
massages,
plus samples of CARITA, the new exclusive
beauty treatment products from Paris.
Attendees can email stu@promag.co.nz to request
an appointment with Hyatt Regency Coolum as
part of their PAICE visit. Visitors who just turn
up may miss out if all appointments are full.
Hyatt Regency Coolum is also offering a big prize
with its Putt to Win at PAICE competition.
Anyone can test their putting skills on the putting
green at Hyatt Regency Coolum to be in the draw
to win two nights’ accommodation at Hyatt
Regency Coolum.
Register for PAICE 2008 at www.paicexpo.co.nz

Kirra Tours Prize Draw Winner
Kirra Tours has named Georgie Walpole from Relaxing Journeys as the lucky winner of the
Kirra Tours July Prize Draw for $100 worth of vouchers, going into the draw simply by booking
her client on a 10-Day Southern Discovery tour. Any agency bookings made during August will
go into the next draw for the Body Shop vouchers.

bmi Weekly Winner
Alison Sharp from Frontier Travel Auckland
is the 4th weekly winner in bmi’s competition.
Any bmi tickets issued in July qualify to go
into the draw for the weekly draw of a $50
Farmers Gift Card, as well as the Grand Prize
of a Deluxe Mystery Weekend for two,
somewhere in N.Z., which includes airfares, 2
night’s accommodation, rental car and daily
breakfasts.

All Systems Go for Qualmark Green
Tourism operators seeking Qualmark
accreditation will now be assessed on
environmental and social criteria.
Qualmark Green – the enhancement and
extension of environmental criteria in
Qualmark’s quality accreditation system –
means that as of 04AUG all Qualmark
assessments include Responsible Tourism
Operations criteria, a ‘world first’.
New Zealand is the first country to have a fully
integrated quality and environmental
performance tourism assurance system.
The Responsible Tourism Operations criteria
mean that environmental and social actions
will contribute towards the star gradings that
Qualmark accommodation providers have.
Visitor activity, service and transport
providers with Qualmark ‘endorsed’ licenses
will also be assessed on the criteria.
The initiative is partly about ensuring that
quality assured tourism businesses are
meeting a number of minimum requirements
in this area.
“These minimum requirements are designed
to reflect sound environmental practices and
visitor expectations,” says Qualmark Chief
Executive, Geoff Penrose. “Equally important
though is that the new criteria is also about
recognising actions, behaviours, programmes,
monitoring etc. that are under way in tourism
businesses and making these part of the quality
assurance system.”

TO GET YOUR OWN FREE SUBSCRIPTION
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As children, we used a library card to take us to exotic places.
As adults, we use a credit card.
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